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this article was written by nicole levine, mfa. nicole levine is a technology writer and editor for wikihow. she has more than 20 years of experience creating technical documentation and leading support teams at
major web hosting and software companies. nicole also holds an mfa in creative writing from portland state university and teaches composition, fiction-writing, and zine-making at various institutions. this article has
been viewed 754,778 times. download, install, and run this superb software. to run, you do not need to open it as it runs in the background while you use other software. it is like an antivirus that not only detect
viruses but also helps to remove them. it is a superb and effective antivirus for windows, mac, and linux systems. the antivirus is available in free and paid version. next, i was able to get into a utility screen that
allows me to explore the hardware attached to the machine. it lists the name of the hardware, including the serial number of the dongle. i noticed that the serial number was the same as the one i was using when i
first tried to install the software. in one of the screenshots, i noticed that the software was able to work with the dongle’s serial number. it gave me an option to choose from an inventory of serial numbers to match
the dongle to the software. i chose the number that was on the machine that i had the software on. once i did that, the software started installing. afterwards, i was able to choose the language i want to use for the
installation of the software. i selected english. as it went on, i was able to select all the options i want to use for the installation. i chose the option that allows me to create a backup of the current system, since i
have a second machine i can use to create the backup. i also chose to have the installer create a restore point. after i did all of those, i was able to choose the destination of where the restore point was going to be
placed.
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